The charge density and the topological features of fidarestat, an inhibitor of human aldose reductase, have been determined from ultra high-resolution X-ray diffraction data at 100 K.
Introduction
Fidarestat ((2S,4S)-6-fluoro-2',5'-dioxospiro[chroman-4,4'-imidazolidine]-2-carboxamide) ( Figure 2 ) is a human Aldose Reductase (hAR) inhibitor. hAR is a 36-kDa enzyme, member of the aldo-keto reductase superfamily, which catalyzes the reduction of different compounds such as aldehydes, xenobiotic aldehydes, ketones and trioses with NADPH as a cofactor. hAR is the first and rate-determining enzyme of the polyol pathway converting first glucose into sorbitol which is, in a second step, turned into fructose by sorbitol dehydrogenase. The accumulation of sorbitol in cells leads to diabetes complications. Thus, inhibition of hAR is a potential therapeutic way to cure the debilitating pathologies related to chronic hyperglycemia. Fidarestat (SNK-860) was tested on human patients. 1 There was a doubt about 3/43 its absolute configuration, but it has been recently determined by X-ray crystallography using a bromine derivative. 2 Many aldose reductase inhibitors have been identified and studied for several years. [3] [4] [5] Unfortunately, most of them such as tolrestat, zopolrestat, ponalrestat and zenarestat, have unacceptable side effects or lack of efficiency. [6] [7] [8] The side effects are related to the inhibition of another member of the aldo-keto reductase superfamily, aldehyde reductase, which shares with hAR a high level of structural homology. 9 Fidarestat is a cyclic imide group inhibitor which contains a carbamoyl-substituted cycle. 10, 2 It shows higher activity and selectivity than the other inhibitors. Fidarestat recently showed encouraging results in that it normalized erythrocytic sorbitol contents in neuropathic patients without significant side effects. 11 Taking into account the pharmaceutical stake, hAR in complex with fidarestat has been subject to many studies starting from high resolution X-ray diffraction analysis. 4 The common and main purpose of these studies is the understanding of fidarestat binding affinity and selectivity for hAR. The stereospecificity in binding to aldose reductase of fidarestat ((2R,4S) stereoisomer) compared to its (2R,4S) stereoisomer has been investigated by means of crystallographic structures analysis 67 and of molecular dynamics simulations using free energy integration techniques. 12 The two stereoisomers differ mainly in the orientation of the carbamoyl moiety with respect to the active site and rotation around the bond joining the carbamoyl substituent to the ring.
Diffraction data at ultra high resolution, (sin/ around 1.0 Å -1 ) allows to model quantitatively the deformation of the atomic electron distribution due to chemical interactions like covalent bonds and hydrogen bonding. The charge distribution of fidarestat is investigated in this paper for a better understanding of the nature and intensity of the intermolecular interactions in the crystal packing. An analysis of the electrostatic interactions of hAR complexed with another inhibitor, IDD594 was already performed. 13 Recently, we analysed the charge density of the protein itself at 0.66 Å resolution. 14 Another result of the present study is the contribution to the electron density database (ELMAM) which is being built in our laboratory and generalized from amino acids to common chemical functions. 15 
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In the course of our study on ultra high resolution crystallography and drug design [13] [14] , the paper is organized as follows. After a description of the used methodology, the electron density of fidarestat is discussed. Finally, an analysis of electrostatic interactions using our ELMAM database is carried out for the first time on protein-ligand complexes, namely fidarestat and its (2R,4S) stereo-isomer bonded with hAR.
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2. Materials and methods
Crystallization
The fidarestat powder was dissolved in water. Colourless single crystals of needle form grew from the solution, by slow evaporation at room temperature, over a period of a few days. A small specimen of size 0.2  0.15  0.8 mm 3 was selected and used for the X-ray diffraction experiment.
Data collection
The fidarestat single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiment was performed at 100 K on the D3 beamline at Hasylab/DESY (Hamburg, Germany), using a λ = 0.450 Å synchrotron radiation.
The high-resolution Huber four-circle diffractometer was equipped with an Oxford
Cryosystem cooling unit and a Bruker MAR CCD (165 mm) area detector. The reciprocal space was explored by a combination of different  and  scans with 2 set at 6° due to device characteristics. The low and high resolution reflections were measured with a radiation exposure time of 30 s and 90 s respectively. The detector was positioned at 60 mm distance from the crystal. A total of 1690 frames were collected with a scan width of 1°. This procedure yields to data collected up to a maximum resolution of sin max / = 1.01 Å -1 , with an overall completeness that exceeds 97% ( Table 1 ). The analysis of the diffraction data showed no significant intensity decay during data collection.
Data reduction
The diffraction data of fidarestat were integrated using the XDS program. 16 Absorption correction was performed by means of a Gaussian numerical quadrature using the ABSORB program. 17 The maximum and minimum transmissions calculated in this way were T max = 0.995 and T min = 0.983. The different sets of measured reflections were then merged and scaled with the SORTAV program. 18 317438 reflection intensities were collected resulting, after averaging over 222 symmetry, in 10 020 unique reflections, of which 9 991 satisfy the I obs / (I obs ) ≥ 0 criteria. The internal agreement factor for all data is R Int (I) = 0.088 with an average redundancy of 31. Further details on the crystal data and experimental conditions are given in Table 1. 6/43
Spherical atom refinement
The fidarestat crystal structure was solved in the P2 1 2 1 2 1 space group by direct methods with the SHELXS97 program. 19 The least-squares refinement was carried out with the MoPro software package [20] [21] . For the structure factor computations, the atomic form factors were calculated from Clementi & Raimondi 22 , the real and imaginary dispersion corrections to the form factors were from Kissel 23 . In all refinements, the quadratic sum ∑ H w H (|F obs | -k |F cal |) 2 was minimized using all reflections with I obs / (I obs ) ≥ 0. The reflection weights w H were set equal to 1/ 2 (F obs ).
In the absence of suitable anomalous scattering, refinement of the Flack 24 parameter led to inconclusive values. This means that a definite conclusion on absolute structure and chirality of the molecule cannot be drawn. 25 Therefore, the absolute conformation was set by reference to the structure of the bromine derivative of fidarestat 2 and to the hAR -fidarestat complex. 4-5
Multipolar modelling
The electron density refinements were performed with the MoPro software 20-21 using the Hansen & Coppens 26 multipolar atom formalism. It allows modelling the non-spherical part of the atomic electron density using atom-centred multipole functions:
In the multipole formalism, the core and the spherical valence density of the atoms are calculated from Hartree-Fock wave functions expanded over Slater-type basis functions. 27 For the multipolar terms, single-zeta radial functions R l with energy-optimized Slater exponents were taken and kept fixed. An octupolar level of the multipole description was used for C, N, O and F atoms, while only bond-directed dipoles were applied for H atoms.
Multipolar refinement strategy
The crystal structure resulting from the spherical atom modelling was used as input for the multipolar refinement. A first standard multipolar model refinement was performed using anisotropic thermal displacement parameters for heavy atoms and isotropic ones for hydrogen. The bond lengths for H atoms were restrained to the standard neutron distances 28 with an allowed standard deviation of 0.002 Å. The  coefficients of hydrogen atoms were 7/43 restrained to the value 1.160(1) 29 which has been used since 1996 in our laboratory. The ' coefficients of the hydrogen atoms bound to C or N atoms were restrained to the values reported by Volkov et al. 30 , namely 1.180(1) and 1.400 (1) . The  and ' coefficients of the fluorine atom F17 were both restrained to the value of 0.988 according to Sorensen et al. 31 , with 0.001 and 0.01 standard deviations, respectively.
At the end of this first multipolar refinement, a rigid body motion analysis was performed in order to derive Atomic Displacement Parameters (ADP's) for the hydrogen atoms. The
Translation-Libration-Screw (TLS) 32 analysis was performed through the SHADE program [33] [34] on fidarestat rigid groups using ADP's of non-H atoms. For the TLS analysis of fidarestat, the molecule was divided in four groups: the hydantoin moiety, the chroman ring, the carbamoyl moiety with three extra atoms: C9, O10 and H9, and, finally, a last atom group made up of atoms C19, O10, C9, C8I, C7I, H9, H28I and H18I. The hydrogen atoms ADP's were refined using tight restraints to the target values obtained from the SHADE program with an allowed standard deviation of 0.0003 Å 2 . The multipolar refinement was then continued from the previous model, with the new anisotropic description of the thermal motion for the hydrogen atoms.
Modelling the hydrogen atoms up to the quadripolar level was not deemed necessary; there was no significant electron density around the hydrogen atoms in the residual maps.
Calculation of electrostatic interaction energies
For a better understanding of the intermolecular interactions in the fidarestat crystal, calculations of electrostatic interaction energies were performed with VMoPro, a properties visualization tool of the MoPro software. 21 The VMoPro program allows computing the electrostatic potential and energy derived from the multipolar charge distribution. The electrostatic energy is computed between two interacting chemical moieties, for instance, two molecules in contact in the crystal packing of fidarestat.
The total electrostatic interaction energy between the charge distributions of two chemical entities A and B, named respectively A  and B  , is:
It is computed by 3D integration of the charge distribution A  of the entity A, multiplied by the electrostatic potential  B of the entity B, or reciprocally:
The program performs the calculation on a non regular grid with focusing on regions showing large variations of the function integrated and using 5 th order Taylor formula. An estimation of the error in the numerical integration can be based on the reciprocity of the integration.
Swapping the volume integrals in the electrostatic energy formulas allows proposing two different expressions in equation (3) . The two numerical integrations of the electrostatic interaction energies show differences which are always lower than 1%. The integration method implemented in VMoPro will be described in more details in a future paper. 9/43
Electron density and electrostatic properties of the fidarestat molecule

Crystallographic refinement
The final crystallographic agreement factor is given in Table 1 . Its low value testifies for the quality of the data and refinement model. The rigid bond test 35 shows that the highest difference of mean-squares displacement amplitudes between non-hydrogen atoms is Z 2 = 8(3)10 -4 Å 2 for the C9-C8I bond, indicating a proper deconvolution of the atomic thermal motion and electron density. No significant electron density was found in the residual Fourier maps. The goodness-of-fit values are lower than unity at the end of the spherical independent atom model (IAM) and of the multipolar refinements. This shows that the low-or highresolution frames are integrated in the same way and the experimental standard uncertainties are uniformly overestimated after data reduction with the SORTAV program. 18 It has to be noted that using ADP's to model H-atoms thermal motion led to a small, but systematic, improvement of agreement factor ( Table 1 ).
Crystal structure and packing
The molecular structure of fidarestat including hydrogen atoms is given in Figure 2 . A view of the fidarestat crystal packing is shown in Figure 3 . A molecule of fidarestat is in contact with 14 neighbouring molecules. To each dimer of neighbouring molecules corresponds a twin dimer which displays the same intermolecular interactions. In the twin dimers, the reference and neighbour molecules are related by reverse symmetric operators. These crystal contacts thus correspond to seven unique dimers.
The fidarestat molecule is involved in seven significant hydrogen bonds ( Table 2 ). Four of the seven dimers in the crystal involve at least one hydrogen bond (Table 3, Figure 4 ). All oxygen atoms are involved in hydrogen bonds: O6I is acceptor three times, O3I twice while O20 and the ether oxygen O10 are acceptors only once. Two of the H-bonds: N21-H121…O10 and C9-H9…O6I are intramolecular interactions. Each fidarestat molecule is involved five times as acceptor/donor in H…O interactions with symmetry related molecules.
The configurations of the molecular dimers are shown in Figure 5 . The geometrical parameters of the five inter-and the two intra-molecular N-H…O or C-H…O hydrogen bonds are reported in Table 2 . Two categories of inter-molecular interactions can be 10/43 distinguished from their geometry: two strong (distance (H…A) < 2.1 Å and angle D-H…A > 140°) and three weak (H…A > 2.1 Å or D-H…A < 140°) hydrogen bonds. Among the four fidarestat dimers, only one of them is implicated in two hydrogen bonds.
The fidarestat molecules form zigzag chains along the a axis by the means of two different interactions ( Figure 3 ). The first is the N1I-H1I…O20 hydrogen bond between the imino group of the hydantoin ring and the carbonyl oxygen atom O20. The second is a weak hydrogen bond C13-H13…O6I ( Figure 5a ).
The zigzag chains parallel to the a direction are connected through the N4-H4…O3I
hydrogen bond between the carbonyl and imino groups of two different hydantoin rings to form a two dimensional network ( Figure 5b ). These zigzag chains are interconnected through two other hydrogen bonds N21-H121…O6I ( Figure 5c ) and C15-H15…O3I ( Figure 5d ).
In addition, O10 and O6I atoms interact with their adjacent amino group N21-H121 and C sp3 -H group C9-H9 respectively via N21-H121…O10 and C9-H9…O6I intramolecular hydrogen bonds ( Figure 4) , leading respectively to a five and six-membered
. [36] [37] The fluorine atom F17 is involved in only one intermolecular contact with the H121-N21
hydrogen atom. This interaction may be classified as van der Waals rather than hydrogen bond due to its geometry. The hydrogen-fluorine distance, 2.55(1) Å, is equal to the sum of their van der Waals radii (1.47Å and 1.09Å for F 38 and H 39 , respectively), and the N-H…F angle of 113(2)° is not favourable for hydrogen bonding. A combination of theoretical and statistical approaches 40 have shown that C-H...F contacts cannot be classified as hydrogen bonds since they are weak with interaction energies similar to those of van der Waals interactions. The nearly perpendicular orientation of the two cyclic groups of fidarestat explains the absence of … interactions between the aromatic rings in the crystal packing.
The molecular structure can be viewed as a donor-acceptor adduct, in which the carbonyl and the imino groups play an important role in the hydrogen bonding pattern. which is in line with literature. [41] [42] [43] The electron lone pairs of the O6I and O3I carbonyl oxygen atoms are found to be aligned in the hydantoin ring plane.
Deformation electron density
A view of the deformation electron density in the plane perpendicular to the C-F bonds ( Figure 6d ) reveals the presence of the 3 fluorine electron lone pairs.
Topology of the covalent bonds
The topological analysis of the total electron density (r) and the bond critical points (BCP) localization was performed using VMoPro. 21 The BCP topological parameters are summarized in Table 5 . The average standard uncertainties of the position and of the density at the BCP point are estimated to be about 10 -3 Å and 0.05 e/Å 3 , respectively. The relative standard uncertainty on the Laplacian values is estimated to be 10%. 44 The topological properties of the fluorophenyl-like and hydantoin moieties (Table 5_supp) also correlate well with the structural features, with values for the BCP electron densities, Laplacian values, and corresponding bond lengths showing the expected consistency. The electron density at the BCP clearly decreases smoothly as a function of the bond distance (Table 5_supp ).
The topological analysis clearly brings out the covalent character of the C14-F17 bond. The value of the Laplacian at CP located on the C14-F17 bond is -15.1 e/Å 5 , which is equal to the value -15(4) e/Å 5 obtained for C sp2 -F bond in p-fluoromandelic acid. 45 The value of λ 3 with 14.9 e/Å 5 in the C14-F17 bond is close, in absolute values, to λ 1 and λ 2 with respectively -15.5 e/Å 5 and -14.5 e/Å 5 . 42 It is obvious that the Laplacian on the C14-F17
bond differs from the other covalent bonds: one notices a change of sign along the bond path between the fluorine atom and the BCP, which does not appear with others bonds involving oxygen or nitrogen atoms ( Figure 8 ).
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The topological analysis allows the elucidation of the resonance scheme and electron delocalization on the five-membered hydantoin ring. Indeed, the differences in the topological properties of the C-N bonds clearly bring out the variation in charge density distribution around each nitrogen atom. The C7I-N1I covalent bond is clearly longer than the four other C-N bonds ( Table 5 ). This is due to the nature of the C7I atom which is the only one not involved in a C=O double bond among all C-N carbon atoms. Therefore, the N1I-C2I, N4-C5 and N4-C2I bonds show a higher double bond character than N1I-C7I, which is clearly confirmed by the bond ellipticities (0.15, 0.16, 0.12 and 0.05 respectively). This behaviour shows the electron density resonance and delocalization in the N1I-C2I-N4-C5 fragment. This can also be observed on the static deformation electron density map ( Figure 6b ), which clearly shows a weaker bonding electron density on the N1I-C7I bond, when compared to the other C-N bonds of the hydantoin ring.
Despite the differences in the electronic environment around the oxygen atoms, the topological properties of the three C=O bonds (C2I=O3I, C5=O6I and C19=O20) are close, the ellipticities ranging for instance from 0.14 to 0.18.
Net atomic charges
The zero-flux surfaces of the electron density gradient vector field  allow the partitioning of a molecule into atomic fragments. 47 Several recent studies [49] [50] [51] [52] suggest a conservative estimate of about ± 5% for the accuracy of the integrated atomic properties; the electron populations are however less sensitive to integration errors. The sum of all topological charges is +0.004 |e| for the fidarestat molecule, almost electroneutrality, therefore is an indicator of reliability.
The atomic charges q Pv = N val -P val derived from the experimental monopole valence populations, and q AIM integrated over the atomic basins are shown in Table 3 . In view of the differing partitioning schemes used in these methods, it is not surprising that there are some major disagreements.
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The N, O and F atoms bear all a negative charge, with both definitions, in accordance with their electronegative nature. All the hydrogen atoms have positive q AIM and q Pv charges. In all cases, the C sp3 -H hydrogen atoms are positively charged as expected.
The AIM method leads generally to significantly stronger charges, with a substantial negative charge on the fluorine (-0.540 |e|), nitrogen (-1.030.07 |e| on average), and the oxygen atoms The q AIM charges are plotted versus the topological atomic volumes V AIM in Figure 9 . For the non-hydrogen atoms (Figure 9b ), the spots distribution displays a significant split between electronegative atoms (O, N and F), which are negatively charged, and carbon atoms. The latter have the tendency to be neutral or positive, depending on the atoms they are bonded to.
A more precise analysis highlights smaller clusters corresponding to different atom types characterized by their chemical environment. For instance, the three spots of the O=C< type oxygen atoms are close to each other; these three atoms have high negative charges and correlatively large topological volumes. In the same way, their neighbour >C=O carbon atoms form a well defined cluster as already shown by us in 53 .
The q AIM vs. V AIM plot for H atoms also displays a similar clustering of the spots (Figure 9a ).
The H atoms bonded to nitrogen atoms have strong positive charges while those bonded to carbon atoms have q AIM around +0.1 |e|. These two groups of spots are merely linked to the 14/43 difference of electronegativity of the bonded carbon and nitrogen atoms. We note, for each atomic chemical type, that the atom with the largest q AIM charge does not necessarily have the smallest V AIM volume especially for hydrogen atoms, because the volumes are limited by the intermolecular interactions.
The clustering of the atoms with a similar nature and chemical environment provides support for the refinement strategy used for this work. Each cluster of similar atoms can be drawn in parallel with the corresponding pseudo-atoms equivalence constraints that were applied at the early stages of the multipolar refinement. 
Intermolecular interactions -Electrostatic potential of fidarestat
Mapping the electrostatic potential on molecular surfaces provides information on the topology of the charges distribution. The electrostatic potential generated by an isolated fidarestat molecule, i.e. extracted from the crystal lattice, was computed using VMoPro 21 from the experimental electron density (Figure 12 ).
Generally speaking, the C-F bond, also called "organic fluorine", has been an interesting aspect of the charge distribution analysis in fluoro compounds. [42] [43] A broad electronegative surface extends from the fluorine atom to the oxygen atoms O6I and O20 sites. This result is in agreement with their negative charges. If the q pv = N val -P val values of the oxygen atoms are only slightly negative, some of the charge transfer between atoms occurs also partly through the multipoles. It is of interest to note that the negative potential generated by the carbonyl groups is much stronger than that around the fluorine atom. The high negative potentials
around the carbonyl groups are correlated with their ability to be strong acceptors in H…O hydrogen bonds.
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The electropositive surfaces are all well separated around the H221-N21-H121 group and the two imino groups of the hydantoin moiety (N1I-H1I and N4-H4). This correlates with the stronger positive q AIM charges of the H-N hydrogen atoms bound to nitrogen atoms compared to H-C atoms. Therefore, the polar binding sites of the fidarestat molecule are clearly visible on Figure 12 : the electropositive potential generated by the N4-H4 group is flanked by the two electronegative zones arising from the carbonyl moieties.
-Topology of H…O hydrogen bonds
According to the theory of atoms in molecules, 47 However, the norm of the gradient shows a minimum in the cycle, which is not zero.
The topological values for the hydrogen bonds are summarized in Table 4 . The two strongest hydrogen bonds according to geometric criteria have the highest electron density at their critical points:  cp 0.146 e/Å 3 for N1I-H1I…O20 and 0.196 e/Å 3 for the N4-H4…O3I hydrogen bond. Their Laplacian values are positive, with 2.32 e/Å 5 and 3.38 e/Å 5 respectively, which is a characteristic of closed-shell interactions. 47 For the longer N21-H121…O6I interaction, the CP lies closer to the H121 atom. This long interaction is also characterized by a lower CP electron density (0.047 e/Å 3 ). There are three C sp2 -H…O=C weak hydrogen bonds in the crystal packing. The shorter the donor-acceptor distance is, the higher the electron density and Laplacian magnitudes are at the CP of the interaction (Table   4 ).
-H-X hydrogen-bonds
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The search of CP's allowed to highlight two additional intermolecular interactions between hydrogen atoms and the fluorophenyl-like moiety of a chroman ring ( Figure 10 ). These unusual interactions can be considered as weak hydrogen bonds where the hydrogen acceptor is a -system, typically an aromatic ring. This type of intermolecular X-H… interactions (with X = O, N, C) are often observed in protein structures 57 and, more generally, in crystal structures where there is a lack of usual hydrogen bond acceptors. 58 . Such interactions are mostly schematically described as a T shape contact where a hydrogen atom is close to the center of an aromatic ring. However, the study of hydrogen bonds involving phenyl rings, carried out by Malone et al. 59 on Cambridge Structural Database structures, 60 reveals that the interaction pattern is usually more diverse: the hydrogen atom may interact directly with carbon atoms of the aromatic ring. The fluorophenyl-like moiety of the fidarestat is not a standard phenyl ring as it shares the C11-C12 bond with the adjacent cycle, and has the fluorine atom bonded to C14. When compared to a standard phenyl ring, these modifications disturb the axial symmetry of the cycle and thus support the possibility of direct hydrogen bonding with selected parts of the ring.
The first of the two X-H… interactions in the fidarestat crystal involves the C13-C14 group of the fluorophenyl-like ring and the H9-C9 moiety. Figure 11a shows the gradient lines of the static electron density in the (C13-H13, H9) plane of the two  hydrogen bonds.
In particular, a bond path between H9 and the C13 nucleus exists for the C9-H9…
interaction. The CP is found in the plane defined by the atoms C13, H13 and H9 (Figure 11a ).
The Csp 2 atom which is the closest to the hydrogen atom H9 is C13, with a distance of 2.628(9) Å. The next closest distance d=3.04(1) Å is to atom C14. The C9-H9 … C13 angle has a 153.4(8)° value while the C9-H9 bond is almost perpendicular to the ring plane (the angle with vector normal to the mean plane is 11°).
The second X-H… hydrogen bond involves N21-H221 as donor which interacts with the C13-C14 group from the other side of the aromatic ring (Figure 11b ). The BCP of this N21-H221… interaction is localized in the plane defined by atoms C13, C14 and H221 as can be seen in Figure 11b . The N21-H221 bond forms an angle of 43° with the vector normal to the phenyl-like mean plane. The geometric characteristics of the N21-H221…
interaction show that the atoms which are closest to H221 are C14 and C13, respectively at distances 2.62(1) Å and 2.81(1) Å. The interaction N21-H221… is rather unusual with respect to the X-H… bonds studied by Malone et al. 59 , as the H… BCP is almost located at equal distance to the C13 and C14 atoms (Figure 11b ). The angle formed by N21-H221 …C14 is 144(1)°, which is more favourable than the N21-H221…C13 angle of 115(1)°.
The position of H221 with respect to the fluorophenyl-like ring and the orientation of the N21-H221 bond favour an interaction mostly with the C14 atom. Indeed, the electron density gradient lines (Figure 11b ) reveal a bond path between the H221 and C14 atoms.
However, considering experimental electron density uncertainty and the geometrical criteria, the bond path could also be between H221 atom and the C13-C14 covalent BCP. Bond paths between an atom and a BCP were already observed, for instance, in carbides complexes involved in Sc…C=C bonds. 61 These two C-H… interactions are quite weak according to their Laplacian values lower than 1 e/Å 5 , which is related to the poor overlapping of the atoms electron shell. However, these weak interactions present (3,-1) BCPs and the electron density values at CPs are comparable to those usually found for C-H…O hydrogen bonds, which are now commonly admitted as valid hydrogen bonds, especially in biological structures. 62 These H… interactions contribute to the electrostatic interaction energy of the corresponding fidarestat dimers as shown below.
Crystal packing and electrostatic interaction energy
The electrostatic interaction energy was computed (Table 4 ) for each dimer of neighbouring fidarestat molecules involved in hydrogen bonding. In dimer #1, there are three hydrogen bonds contributing to the intermolecular interaction ( Figure 5a ). The strongest one is the N1I-H1I…O20 hydrogen bond between the imino group N1I-H1I of the hydantoin ring and the carbamoyl oxygen atom O20. The second H-bond C13-H13…O6I, between a fluorophenyl-like moiety and a hydantoin ring, is weak. The third H-bond C9-H9…C13 is also weak as described in the previous section.
In dimer #2, the hydantoin rings of both molecules interact only via the N4-H4…O3I hydrogen bond (Figure 5b ). If the donor-acceptor distances of these two N-H…O hydrogen bonds are compared, the N4-H4…O3I interaction is shorter (d N…O = 2.801(1) Å) than N1I-H1I…O20 (d N…O = 2.847(1) Å). Furthermore, N4, H4 and O3I are nearly aligned (N-H…O angle of 168(2)°), while the N1I-H1I…O20 hydrogen bond forms a less favourable angle of 146(1)° (Table 2) . Thus, from distance and angle considerations, the hydrogen bond N4-H4…O3I should be stronger than N1I-H1I…O20. This is also confirmed by the electron 18/43 density value at the CP which is 5.12 e/Å 3 ( Table 4 ). The total electrostatic interaction for dimer #1 is the strongest with -56 kJ.mol -1 compared to -44 kJ.mol -1 for dimer #2. This is a consequence of the two additional weak contacts C13-H13…O6I and C9-H9…C13, which obviously contribute to the stabilization of the first dimer.
With an energy of -16 kJ.mol -1 , dimer #3 has the weakest total electrostatic interaction. This observation is in agreement with the longer donor-acceptor distance of 3.156(1) Å in the C15-H15...O3I hydrogen bond (Figure 5c ). The hydrogen bonds where C-H is the donor group are also known to be weaker than those involving N-H or O-H moieties. 62 The positive charge q AIM of the H-C hydrogen atom is indeed about one quarter (+ 0.104 |e| for H15) compared to the charge of H-N hydrogen atoms ( Table 3 ).
The electrostatic interaction energy computed for dimer #4 is -24 kJ.mol -1 (Table 3) . This dimer has a weak hydrogen bond N21-H121...O6I with a long donor-acceptor distance d NO =3.374(1) Å (Figure 5d ). This is the weakest hydrogen bond (excluding the H… interactions) in the fidarestat crystal according to its electron density at the CP of 0.047 (Table   4 ). Dimer #4 is also characterized by a hydrogen bond with  acceptor between the hydrogen atom H221-N21 of the carbamoyl moiety and the C14 sp 2 atom of the fluorophenyl-like ring. The addition of these two weak hydrogen bonds results in a total electrostatic interaction energy of dimer #4 which is significantly higher than that of dimer #3.
In conclusion, such weak H… interactions contribute in the crystal packing energy and should not be neglected. This should also be the case when one evaluates the protein ligand interaction.
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This energy calculation is achieved by integrating the total charge distribution of one molecule with the electrostatic potential generated by the total charge distribution of a second.
Such an approach is pertinent in the case of Fidarestat, as the electrostatic contribution to the molecule-molecule interaction energy is expected to be the dominant compared to the dispersion energy distribution (e.g. π-staking interactions, weak -but cooperatively additive van der Waal's interactions). Fidarestat has a highly polar (and hence electrically charged) nature which is confirmed by the 7.7 Debye dipolar moment of fidarestat in the crystal. For comparison, the dipolar moment generated by the mainchain of a dipeptide in an ideal α-helix conformation is around 10.6 Debye. Another characteristic of fidarestat which indicates that dispersion energy is not a major contribution is the T-shape structure of the molecule that prevents the close packing of the π-systems of different molecules in the crystal. 20/43
Electrostatic interactions of fidarestat in the protein active site
The X-ray structure of human aldose reductase (hAR) in complex with the NADP + cofactor and the inhibitor fidarestat (SNK-860) was determined at 0.92 Å resolution (PDB code:
1PWM) by El-Kabbani et al. 4 The crystal structure refinement at atomic resolution of the hAR-fidarestat complex allows the positioning of hydrogen atoms for the inhibitor, the coenzyme NADP + and the active-site amino acids. A complete determination of the multiple conformations was also achieved by El-Kabbani et al. 4 To elucidate the binding affinity of fidarestat with human Aldose Reductase, El-Kabbani et al. 67 have also determined the structure of complex of hAR with (2R,4S) stereoisomer of fidarestat at 1.4 Å resolution (PDB code: 1X97). The (2R,4S) stereoisomer can be distinguished from the fidarestat inhibitor ((2S,4S) stereo-isomer) by a configuration change of its C9 chiral carbon atom.
Their study suggests, based on geometric considerations, explanations about the relative inhibition efficiency between fidarestat and its (2R,4S) stereoisomer.
Electron density models
Here, we perform electrostatic interaction energy calculations between these inhibitors and hAR active site residues based on multipolar electron density models. Studying quantitatively the contribution of each active site residue to the electrostatic interaction can bring reliable information about their relative importance.
To model the multipolar electron density, molecular structures including all hydrogen atoms are needed. This step was achieved using the MolProbity 68 server which adds hydrogen atoms according to stereochemistry and optimal hydrogen bonding network. For each complex, the electron density model of the protein was obtained by transfer from the Experimental Library of Multipolar Atom Model (ELMAM library). 15 The electron density of the NADP + coenzyme was derived from the charge density analysis of NAD + coenzyme 63 and from the library.
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In order to reduce intermolecular interaction effects due to the specific chemical environment in the fidarestat crystal, the transferred charge density parameters of the ligand are derived from a multipolar molecular model corresponding to an intermediate step of refinement where the atomic equivalence and symmetry constraints are still maintained.
The fidarestat molecule shows an overall rigidity, except for its carbamoyl moiety due to the dihedral angle rotation around the covalent bond C9-C19. The O10-C9-C19-O20 dihedral angle value is169.8° in the fidarestat crystal, 181.0° in the fidarestat-hAR complex and 57.1°
in the stereo-isomer.
We notice, considering only non hydrogen atoms, a small root mean square difference (rmsd)
for covalent bond distances of 0.012 Å between the two structures in the crystal and in the protein active site. A rmsd of bond angles between the two conformations of 1.6° for non hydrogen atoms is also observed. These small rmsd values clearly support the transferability of the charge density parameters of fidarestat.
The multipolar model of fidarestat in the crystal was also be transferred to (2R,4S) stereoisomer. The rmsd for covalent bond distances is 0.024 Å and the rmsd for bond angles is 6.2° between the fidarestat crystal conformation and the (2R,4S) conformation in the hAR protein active site. In spite of the configuration change of C9 carbon atom, the local covalent environment of atoms is preserved, which is in favor of a multipolar parameters transfer.
Electrostatic interaction energies
The total electrostatic interaction energies between the inhibitors and their neighbouring residues in the hAR active site were calculated ( Table 5 ).
The hydantoin moiety of fidarestat ligand is anchored in the anion-binding site located between the nicotinamide ring of the coenzyme, and the active site residues Tyr48, His110, and Trp111 by three major hydrogen bonds (Table 5) as described by El-Kabbani et al.. 67 The two carbonyl groups C5=O6I and C2I=O3I of the hydantoin ring are hydrogen-bonded respectively to the hydroxyl hydrogen atom of Tyr48 and the N1-H1 moiety of Trp111.
Between them, the hydantoin N4-H4 group forms a hydrogen bond with the N2 atom of His110. Hence, the specific electrostatic potential pattern of the hydantoin head of fidarestat ( Figure 12 ) is facing in hAR active site chemical moieties of opposite, complementary, charges. Furthermore, the hydantoin moiety is in van der Waals contact with the nicotinamide 22/43 ring of NADP + . In the (2R,4S) stereoisomer -hAR complex, the cyclic imide ring is in the same configuration as in the anion binding pocket. Thus, (2R,4S) stereoisomer displays the same hydrogen bonds with Tyr48, His110 and Trp111 within similar interaction distances (Table 5 ). In the same way, the (2R,4S) stereoisomer interacts with the nicotinamide moiety of NADP+ cofactor. Moreover, even if the hydrogen bonding network is preserved in (2R,4S) stereoisomer -hAR complex, the total electrostatic interaction energy of the (2R,4S) isomer hydantoin moiety with its interacting neighbours is less favourable that in fidarestat case with respectively -124 kJ.mol -1 and -152 kJ.mol -1 ( Table 5 ).
The chroman ring of fidarestat is involved in short contacts with the side-chains of Trp20, Phe122 and Trp219 residues. Interestingly, Trp20 indole moiety is interacting also with the N1I-H1I group of the hydantoin moiety through a H…π hydrogen bond, leading to a strong attractive electrostatic interaction energy of -46 kJ.mol -1 . These short contacts can be observed in the (2R,4S) stereoisomer -hAR complex active site, especially the H… π hydrogen bond between the inhibitor's hydantoin moiety and Trp20's indole moiety (shortest distance) with a comparable electrostatic interaction energy of -40 kJ.mol -1 .
The carbamoyl group C19-O20 of fidarestat is involved in a hydrogen bond (2.95 Å) with the main-chain N-H of Leu300. This hydrogen bond seems to have a major role in the higher affinity of fidarestat for hAR than with Aldehyde Reductase. 9 There are close contacts between the side-chains of Trp219 and Cys298 It is noteworthy that the sums of total electrostatic interaction energies around a fidarestat molecule is stronger in the complex with hAR/NADP + (Table 5 ) than in the crystal (-140 kJ/mol, Table 4 ). The fidarestat chemical groups involved in the major interactions are the same, namely the hydantoin moiety and the oxygen atom of the carbamoyl moiety. The energy difference between the two fidarestat conformers in vacuo was computed with the 
Conclusion and perspectives
The hydrogen bonding pattern in the fidarestat crystal packing was analyzed. It exhibits notably interactions between the π-orbitals of the fluorophenyl-like ring and two hydrogen atoms.
The n is the number of reflections and restraints, and p is the total number of parameters refined. w = 1/[ 2 (F obs )] is the weighting scheme applied. Table 3 : Topological (AIM) charge (|e|) and volume (Å 3 ), and pseudo-atom charge q pv =N val -P val for each atom in fidarestat.
a The residual sum is Σq AIM ANISO = 0.004 |e|. Table 5 : All interactions between the inhibitors and the hAR active site residues and corresponding intermolecular electrostatic interaction energies are described. The closest non hydrogen atoms between the inhibitors and each residue are shown with the corresponding distances. For some interactions, two closest non-H atom distances are indicated because of structural disorder. a These residues are involved in H-bonds with inhibitors. In this case, the closest heavy atoms distances correspond to Donor…Acceptor distances. b This interaction is an H-bond with a aromatic ring as acceptor. c The non-H atom of Trp219 residue is different in (2R,4S)-stereoisomer case and its label is indicated between parentheses.
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Figure 2.
OrtepIII representation 64 of fidarestat with thermal displacement ellipsoids plotted at 50% probability, and chemical diagram of fidarestat in frame. The view was made with program Pymol. 66 
